NEEDS SCHEDULING ADVICE?

Did you know that DFM also offer scheduling services?
DFM have a 20 year of experience scheduling using DFM Soil moisture probes. If you need expert advice please do not hesitate to contact us for assistance.

Let us assist you to practically implement and manage Oxygen to plant roots. Our three scheduling packages have been created.

Platinum - Weekly Farm visit
Gold - Every two weeks Farm Visit
Silver - Once a month Farm visit.

For more information or to book a consultant please contact our Cape Town branch at 021 - 904 1154 or send us a mail at info@dfmsoftware.co.za

The DFM Probe Utilities software package is used to interpret the soil moisture content and temperatures of the DFM Continuous Logging Soil Moisture Probes. With the use of the accurate information from the probes, informed irrigation decisions can be made and implemented.
Something New

DFM RELEASING NEW RANGE PRODUCTS

Featuring:
New extended life enclosures and solar panels
Add on package for your MB4000

Coming soon

NEW PEST MONITORING APP

Add On package for MB4000

- Scouting or Presence per inspection
- Count per trap

Smart technologies for a more productive and much more efficient agriculture

If you are unfamiliar with our Powerful Farm Management program please ensure to ask us about it.

The MB4000 package includes planting details, growth stages, and irrigation and spray records. In short, accurate record keeping. More important this system will help the farmer with cost savings and he will be able (with these accurate records) to never spend more money than he has to.

The main feature found in MB4000: the ability to create a spray instruction in less than 15 seconds saves you time, money and even more importantly, less chemical wastage. With full comprehensive reports and spray instruction guides, GlobalGAP is made easier than ever before.

Interested in a Demo!! Contact us and we can arrange it for you.

Happy Holidays from all of us here at DFM Technologies!!